Directions to Ben and Linda Kleindorfer’s “farmette”: go toward State College on 322 (Atherton Street). You will reach a shopping center on the right (“Hills Plaza”). Look to turn left at the stoplight, at the Sheets Service Center (on left). This will connect to West Branch Road. Kleindorfer’s farm is on the right, just after a large pasture, but it is a distance away from the road. Turn right at the (LARGE) mailbox and go down the drive, across the stone bridge (don’t turn left!), through the gate, park in front of the “garages.”

Ben and Linda’s home phone: 234-0487

Directions to the DAY’S INN (for those giving rides to those staying in town): Take 322 (Atherton) toward State College. Pass through the densely developed area around Hill’s Shopping Plaza (three stop lights) and proceed up the hill, past the Holiday Inn (on right) and M&T Bank (on right). Turn right at PUGH STREET — just across from RBR Recumbant Bikes on left. Continue down the hill, cross Easterly Parkway at the stop sign, then continue up the hill. The Day’s Inn is at the left at the end of the plateau, just before Beaver.

240 S. Pugh St, State College, PA 16801 (814) 238-8454, front desk.